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Art Class

Today is the first day of school. Sierra left Pronouns compound with a lot of abstract .

Pronouns grabbed her phone which was on Pronouns Noun and headed out the door to

catch the Noun . She was excited to be reunited with Mr.Green the art teacher at her school.

Pronouns have a very close abstract . Before Proper Noun got to art class she had to stop at

her Noun , physical verb some of her art supplies out for class. After that she quickly

physical verb to art. When she arrived inside the compound , she went to say hello to Mr.Green. She

then realized that Pronouns had Articles comparitives amount of art supplies than she

does. She goes to put her supplies in her desk. She was Mental verb about what she was going to do for

Pronouns first project, but Pronouns couldn't decide between physical verb or

physical verb something. Not only can she draw but also can paint Adjective . Sierra talked to Mr.

Proper Noun about what she was planning on doing for the project. He Mental verb that will work.

She grabbed a Adjective paint palette with some Adjective paint. Sierra told Mr.Green what she

was painting. He then also decided to join in and do a project of Pronouns own, but he has more art

knowledge than Sierra. After a couple of Noun Plural of art class Sierra was almost completely done.

Although Sierra does have the most experience within her class. When everyone was done with

Pronouns Noun Plural Sierra noticed that Mr.Green's painting was superlative than all the

other students. She thought his painting was comparative than hers. Although Sierra's painting was

superlative and more Adjective compared to her classmates. Now that everyone is done the

collective 



sits around Articles art Noun in their Noun and share their projects with each other.

Everyone used a variety of different paints and different sized brushes for this project. Which really made them

stand out. Mr.Green really liked possessive painting. Pronouns said " Wow! Sierra that's really

good!" He then gave her an A+.
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